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Abstract
The wire-like characteristics of stacked InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QDs) superlattices induced by the vertically electronic coupling effect were demonstrated by surface photovoltaic and photoluminescence measurements. It was found that the surface photovoltaic signal can be enhanced by up to more than 100 times due to the wire-like behavior along the growth direction. We also found that the emission from the cleaved edge surface is strongly anisotropic, which suggests a possibility of fine tuning the polarization by changing the spacer thickness. Additionally, the electroluminescence of stacked QDs near 1.3 µm based on the wire-like characteristics has a much better performance than that of uncoupled QDs.

1. Introduction
Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted much attention due to the realistic prospect of improved optical and electronic properties with the potential benefits of zero-dimensional characteristics [1]. In terms of applications, one of the important aspects of QDs is vertical stacking of self-assembled QDs along the growth direction, which results from the strain field interaction during the growth process [1–3]. The vertically stacked InAs/GaAs QDs can largely modify the structural and electronic properties due to strain variation [4], intermixing of the constituent atoms [5] and electronic coupling between the QDs [6, 7]. In contrast to the single QD layer, the large QD density in the QD superlattices is able to increase the active volume and enhance the modal gain in a light-emitting device [1, 8]. Compared with an individual QD, the vertically stacked QDs are expected to exhibit quasi-one-dimensional wire-like characteristics induced by vertically electronic coupling. In order to have a better use of the unique properties of stacked QDs in a practical optoelectronic device, a complete understanding of the effects generated by the electronic coupling is required. In this paper, we show that the surface photovoltage (SPV) signal can be enhanced by up to more than 100 times due to the vertically electronic coupling effect. The emission from the cleaved edge surface is strongly anisotropic, which provides an opportunity to fine tune the polarization by changing spacer thickness. Furthermore, we show that the electroluminescence (EL) near 1.3 µm based on the wire-like behavior of stacked QDs has great potential applications in a single mode QD laser.

2. Experiment
The studied InAs/GaAs QD superlattices were grown on n⁺ GaAs (1 0 0) substrates via the Stranski–Krastanow (SK) growth mode by solid source molecular beam epitaxy (SSMBE) in a Riber–Epineat machine [1]. After an undoped GaAs buffer layer, the sample consists of a 30 nm thick AlAs bottom cladding layer, 30 stacks of self-assembled InAs QD layers with 30 nm (20 nm, 16 nm and 10 nm) thick GaAs
Spacer layers, a 30 nm thick AlAs top cladding layer and a 5 nm thick GaAs cap layer. The QDs were obtained by the deposition of InAs 2.6 monolayers (MLs) with a substrate temperature of 485 °C, and then by covering these layers with a 10 nm thick GaAs layer at the same temperature without growth interruption. The growth temperature of the remaining layers was 600 °C. The formation of QDs was controlled in situ by monitoring the diffraction pattern of high-energy electrons (RHEED). In addition, a sample containing a single layer of InAs QDs (2.6 MLs) was used for comparison.

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were performed using a Philips Tecnai-20 instrument operating at 200 keV. For the photoluminescence (PL) measurement, the signal was recorded by a 0.3 m single-grating spectrometer and an InGaAs detector. An Ar-ion laser working at 514.5 nm was used as the excitation source. For the polarization-dependent measurement of the PL spectra from the cleaved edge surface, a depolarizing filter was placed in front of the spectrometer to exclude the possible polarized characteristic of the grating. For the SPV measurement, the contact potential difference between the sample and a reference grid electrode was measured in a capacitive manner as a function of the photon energy of the incident light. The SPV measurement provided information about those electrons and holes created by the incident light with different wavelengths, which did not recombine radiatively. Thus, the SPV adsorption spectrum was being used as a complementary method to the PL emission spectrum.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the [1 0 0]-axial cross-sectional TEM images of 30 periodic InAs QDs growth with (a) 30 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c) 16 nm and (d) 10 nm GaAs spacer layer thickness. The vertical alignment of QDs is due to the strain field of buried QDs in the underlying layer; thus the vertical pairing probability can be varied by the spacer thickness [2]. It is found that with decreasing spacer thickness, the vertical alignment of InAs QDs becomes better. As shown in figure 1(a), there exist isolated QDs and several vertically stacked QDs in the 30 nm spacer sample. For the 20 nm spacer sample, we can see a better vertical alignment of the QDs, and the size of the QDs increases with increasing number of stacking layers, which has also been attributed to the accumulation of strain field in the underlying QD layer [5]. As the spacer thickness decreases to 10 nm, we can actually see that a complete vertical alignment of QDs is obtained as shown in figure 1(d) [4]. Additionally, we can see that the size of the QDs changes gradually with decreasing spacer thickness; however, the actual size of the QDs could be smaller since the strain field may extend beyond the QD boundary [4].

To begin with the discussion of our main results on the wire-like behaviors in stacked QDs, let us present the effect of electronic coupling on the energy levels as predicted by a theoretical calculation performed previously [6]. The influence of strain and electronic coupling on the electronic structure is considered within the sp³s* empirical tight binding (ETB) model with interactions up to the second nearest neighbors and spin–orbit coupling. Figure 2 shows the band gap energy as a function of the distance between vertically stacked QDs with and without strain effect adapted from the previous report [6]. As shown in figure 2(a), the band gap energy starts to decrease as the distance between stacked QDs becomes smaller than about 12 nm, due to the effect of the vertically electronic coupling. However, as we can see in figure 2(b), the strain field dominates the energy level shifts, leading to opposite events as for electronic coupling. Previously, similar studies have also been performed by the eight-band strain-dependent k·p Hamiltonian [9]. It is found that the variation of the band gap energy induced by the vertically electronic coupling and strain effect is comparable with the results as shown in figure 2. Thus, for closely stacked QDs, the strain field induces vertical alignment of QDs during
the growth process at first, and then the electronic coupling forms minibands and stimulates wire-like characteristics. Besides, the energy level shift may also be affected by the varied size of QDs in samples with different spacer thicknesses. As shown before [10], the energy level shift depends strongly on the base length of QDs, but is insensitive to the height and the volume of QDs [10]. According to figure 1, the base length of QDs increases slightly with decreasing spacer thickness. Similar to the vertically electronic coupling effect, the increase of the base length also causes the shrinkage of the band gap energy. However, it should be stressed here that even though the band gap energy is affected by the strain and the size effect, the effect of the electronic coupling still exists in the QD superlattices.

To demonstrate the wire-like behavior due to the vertically electronic coupling in QD superlattices, we have performed the SPV measurement which monitors the change in surface photovoltage caused by the incident photon. The SPV signal arises from the photoexcited carriers, which are spatially separated to the top and bottom sides of the sample under an electric field formed at the surface [11, 12]. As shown in figure 3, we can clearly see that the SPV signal increases when the spacer thickness is smaller than 20 nm. Based on the theoretical calculation as shown in figure 2, the enhanced SPV signal with decreasing spacer thickness implies the formation of minibands, which enable the photoexcited carriers to travel easily along the vertical direction. With further decrease in the spacer thickness, the strength of the vertically electronic coupling increases. Thus, the photoexcited carriers can travel more freely along the vertical direction, the photoexcited electron–hole pairs will be more easily driven in the opposite direction, and the SPV signal will become larger. It is worth noting that the SPV signal can be enhanced by up to more than 100 times compared with that of a single InAs QD layer. We point out here that the giant enhancement of the SPV signal implies an enhanced absorption in stacked QDs which suggests a potential application of QD superlattices in solar cell devices. Additionally, the energy separation of the ground and excited states transitions is almost the same for the single-layer QDs and the 30 nm sample as shown in figure 3. It implies that the electronic coupling does not play a significant role for the sample with a spacer thickness of 30 nm, and therefore the corresponding SPV signal is comparable with that of the single QD layer. According to Gaussian fitting (not show here), the energy differences between the ground state and the first excited state are 90 meV, 60 meV and 54 meV for the 30 nm, 16 nm and 10 nm samples, respectively. Apparently, the separation of the peak energy decreases with decreasing spacer thickness, yet another piece of evidence for the increased strength of the electronic coupling as shown in figure 2(a). Moreover, because of the level broadening due to the electronic coupling, the broadening of the SPV spectra is expected as the spacer thickness decreases as shown in figure 3.

Another important property to reveal the tunable wire-like characteristic due to different degree of the electronic coupling is the optical anisotropy of the edge emission. It arises from the dependence of the polarization of the emission on the confinement direction of the carriers involved. For the InAs/GaAs QDs, it is well known that the emission of the QDs should be polarized along the elongated direction of the electronic states [13, 14]; therefore, we can use this property to verify the wire-like characteristics and the formation of minibands. It is worth noting that the change in the optical anisotropy as studied in previous reports is due to the shape of individual QDs in a single layer [13, 14], while in this paper the change in the optical anisotropy is caused by the vertically electronic coupling effect between different layers. Conventional, the polarization degree is defined as \[ P = \frac{|I_\parallel - I_\perp|}{I_\parallel + I_\perp} \] , where \( I_\parallel \) (\( I_\perp \)) is the PL intensity polarized in (normal to) the surface plane. As shown in figure 4, the single-layer QDs and the sample with 30 nm spacer thickness both reveal a TE polarization (perpendicular to the growth direction) emission corresponding to the in-plane enlarged QD shape. As the spacer thickness decreases to 20 nm, the edge emission is almost unpolarized, a fact that can

**Figure 3.** Surface photovoltaic spectra recorded at room temperature; the up-arrows and down-arrows indicate the ground state and the excited state transitions for each sample, respectively.

**Figure 4.** Polar plots of the polarized PL peak intensity (normalized).
be attributed to the enhanced vertically electronic coupling, which will induce TM polarization (parallel to the growth direction) and compensate for the initial TE polarization. By further decreasing the spacer thickness, we can actually see that the polarization turns into the TM behavior. For the 16 nm and 10 nm spacer samples, the degree of the TM polarization $P$ is 18% and 26%, respectively. It is clear that the degree of the TM polarization increases with increasing strength of the vertically electronic coupling, and hence the wire-like behavior along the coupling direction is more pronounced.

To illustrate important consequences of the wire-like behavior of vertically stacked QDs, let us examine the EL measurements as shown in figure 5. The EL spectrum was recorded with an injection current of 1 A under CW operation. The sample of vertically electronic coupled QDs contains ten stacks of 2.6 MLs InAs QDs with 16 nm spacer thickness, and a similar sample with conventional uncoupled InAs/InGaAs/GaAs QDs (2.4 MLs InAs QD; 30 nm spacer thickness) was used for comparison. It is found that the line width of the emission from vertically electronic coupled QDs is about 29 meV, which is almost half of that obtained in uncoupled QDs. This behavior can be explained by the fact that in the uncoupled case, the photexcited carriers can occupy both the excited and ground states of an individual QD at high injection current. However, for the vertically electronic coupled QDs with wire-like characteristics, the photexcited carriers can tunnel and only accumulate at the ground state [1]. Therefore, the narrow line width of the EL in the coupled QDs is again a consequence of the electronic coupling. This result indicates that vertically electronic coupled QD superlattices have great potential for single-mode laser applications.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the interesting wire-like characteristics of InAs QDs due to the vertically electronic coupling have been clearly demonstrated. It is found that with decreasing spacer thickness, at first the strain field induces vertically aligned QDs, and then the wavefunction overlap stimulates wire-like characteristics. When the spacer thickness is smaller than the critical value, the SPV signal can be enhanced by up to 100 times, which provides an excellent opportunity for solar-cell application. The edge-emitted light exhibits a tunable polarization along the growth direction by adjusting the spacer thickness. It is shown that the wire-like characteristics of vertically stacked QDs are suitable for the application of a high performance single-mode QD laser.
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